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ABSTRACT.   Let G be a connected, simply connected Lie group and let Gc

be its complexification.   Let U be a unitary representation of G.   The space of

vectors  v at which U is holomorphically extendible to G    is denoted H^iU).

In L9] we characterized those U for which ii^, is dense.   In the present work we

study Jig,, as a topological vector space, proving e.g., that H    is a Montel space if U

is irreducible and G is nilpotent.   We prove a representation theorem for 0\¿

which yields a Bergman kernel type theorem for G.   As an application we give a

necessary and sufficient condition for the set of holomorphic functions on certain

solvmanifolds to separate points.

Introduction.   In a previous paper [9] we showed that if F is a representation

of a type R  solvable Lie group G in a Banach space B, then there is a dense

set of vectors v fot which g—»F v is extendible to a holomorphic map of the

complexification G    of G into B.   Such vectors are called entire vectors and the

space of such vectors is denoted by H£!(F).   K£, is an invariant subspace and the

restriction  F    of F to H,*, possesses a holomorphic extension to G .

One may put on H^ a Fréchet space structure defined via the family of norms

piv)= sup BIT«;||
u zeQ

where Í2 C G    and is compact.

We refer to the above topology as the H^ topology. Under this topology F0*

is a continuous (in fact, holomorphic) representation of G by continuous opera-

tors.   (For the proofs of these facts see §1.)

In this paper we propose to study F    via the topological structure of K^.

Our main interest is in the Hubert space-unitary case.

In this case we prove that H^ is reflexive and, if B is separable, so is

Kqo.   We also show that under a certain closely related, but weaker, topology

K^ is a semi-Montel space.   It turns out that if G is nilpotent and F is irreduci-

ble, the weaker topology in fact equals the Hx topology and K^ is a Montel space.

Our main tool is a representation theorem for the dual space (K^>)'   which

states (in the unitary case) that every continuous linear functional is a finite
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linear combination of functionals of the form v—^iU^v, w) (z £ G , w £ B fixed).

In a large number of cases (e.g. when U is an induced representation) it can

be shown that K^ can be identified with a space of entire functions on G    for

which point evaluation is continuous.   Our representation theorem yields a

Bergman kernel type theorem for certain unbounded domains.

As an application of our results, we develop a necessary and sufficient condi-

tion for the entire functions on the complexification of a compact solvmanifold to

separate points of the solvmanifold.

I.  Throughout the sequel G will denote a connected, simply connected,

solvable, type R Lie group and £ will be its Lie algebra.   Let U be a fixed

unitary representation of G in a Hubert space H.   Let C°°(i7) be the space of

C°° vectors for 17 and, for Xel and veC°°iU), 1er

dUÍX)v = lim ((17     ,yv - v)/t).

The mapping X—>dUÍX) defines a representation of A. by skew-symmetric

operators which we extend to a representation of the universal enveloping algebra

01 of £.

Let X - ÍX y • • •, X.) be a fixed, ordered, Jordan-Holder basis for G. Let

N denote the positive integers. If « € /V , let X" = X x • • • XJ1. Also if « £ N,

let

{xi" = {y...-y |y. e{x....x.i, i<»<»|.
7 77'   7 1 a —    —

For v£C°°ÍU) and f>0, let

ativ) = supl \\dUÍY)v\\t"/n\ IV 6 IX|"i « £ N\

rív) = su?{\\dUÍX")\\t\"\/n\\n£Nd\.

Recall ((1.1) and (1.3) of [9]) that v£K£ iff 0[iv) (or equivalently r iv)) is

finite for all f > 0.

Proposition (1.1).   K^((7) is a Frêchet space and I"0 is a holomorphic

representation of G^ in H^ by continuous operators.   Furthermore, the topologies

on K^ defined via the families of seminorms {a(\ and {r¿¡ both agree with the

H£ topology.

Proof. If Kn is any nested sequence of compact subsets of G for which

Kn C 77 + 1 and U~= ! K„ = Gc, then pK form a basis of seminorms for H^.

Hence K^ is countably normed and is a metric space.

If vn is Cauchy in K£ then z->U_vn converges (as a map of G    into H)

uniformly on compacta to a holomorphic function cpiz).   It is easily seen that

t>n->c7S(e) in H£.   Thus H^ is a Fachet space.
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It is easily verified that K^ is also a Frechet space in the topologies de-

fined by the \o \ and \t \.   The equality of the various topologies then follows

from the closed graph theorem and the fact that the injection K^—»K is contin-

uous in each topology.

That U    is a continuous operator follows easily from the definitions.   To

show that F    is holomorphic in K   , it suffices, in virtue of (1.1) of [9], to show

that \dU(Y)vtn/n\ | Y e \X\n, n £ N\ is bounded in K^ for all t > 0 and all

v £ K^.   This set, however, is clearly bounded in each o , s > 0, and hence in

K^, thus proving the analyticity.    Q.E.D.

Remarks.   The equality of the topologies could also be shown directly from

the estimates in §1 of [9].   Note also that we have so far used only the Banach

property of K.

Yet another description of the H^ topology is possible.

Definition (1.2).   Let s £ Rrf, s = is,, • ■ ■, si  s.>0.   Let Ks (F) = Ks =
i at

\v eli\t —» F „  v ia extendible to a continuous map of |z| < s. which is

holomorphic on  |z| <s. for z = 1, • • •, d\.   Define

d

iv, w)   = y i(F      .  y v, U      .   y w) + ÍU „ y, n „M
'      *      f-\        expw.K- eiP uÄ exp -isXv' uexp _ is X w"'

2-1 >     ' '   ' %    ] J    j

Let \\v\\2s = iv, v)s.

Proposition (1.3).   Under \\ \\  , Hs is a Hilbert space.   Also K^ =

Il        g        an^ the topology of K^ is given by the family of restrictions of the

norms  || \g.

Proof.   From the maximum modulus principle and the unitarity of U, it

follows that

,-,-p KXPZx;W2<^Pis.x.42 + \\uexp_isXv\\2

for v £ K5 and ;' = 1, — , d.   The completeness of H5 follows from this.

That  l\jis = K^ follows from (1.5) of [9].   The topological part is another

application of the closed graph theorem.    Q.E.D.

The above proposition yields a characterization of (K^) .   If s =

(s j, • • •, sd) £ Rd, s. > 0, let Us: K2s -* K be given by

d

f  =y }F     ,. v   + F       -,   v !•
s      f-L      exp. 2s X exp - z 2s .X

y=l '77 /z

Also, if r, / £ R , we will say t > r iff /. > r. fot i = 1, — , z¿.

Theorem (1.4).   Given $e 0\^)', there is an sQ £ R ,  sQ > 0, with the

following property:   For all s > sQ there is a w   £ ¡is which represents tp z'tj the
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sense that ó ív) = W   v, w ) for all v £ H".
ss' o°

Proof.   Note that if w, v £ Ks, then, by uniqueness of analytic continuation,

(M.„„ „v v, w) = iv, U -v w)  fot all  \z\ < s..   It follows that, for v £ K"
expzAy exp-zAy i   i —    j oo

and w £ Ks, ill v, w) = iv, w)s.   Thus, our assertion is that there is an sQ fot

which r/> is continuous in || ||    for all s > sQ.   This follows from (1.3) and its

proof.    Q.E.D.

Corollary (1.5).   A subspace M of K^ is dense iff there is a sequence sp e

R    ¡or which sp. —> oo as p —> oo, i = 1, .. •, d, and for which U  AM) is dense

in U    0\£) in the topology of K for all p £ N.

Proof.   The usual annihilator argument.

Corollary (1.6).   // K is separable, so is Jv^.

Proof.   Let v , « = 1, • • •, be a countable dense subset of H.   For «, m £ N,

s £ Rd if there is a point w £ K^ for which ||t;   -U w\\ < l/n, let w"' m be such

a point.   Otherwise let w"s' m = 0.   Let Ws = {a/*- m\ n, m £ N\ and let M =

span    U seNdWs-   Us (V is dense in ^s^O for s e N<i-   Hence M is dense

in H^ by (1.5).   Finally, the set of linear combinations with complex rational

coefficients of elements of  (J     wjW    is a countable dense subset of Jv^.  Q.E.D.

Remarks.   In view of the proof of Theorem (II. 2) of [9], we might expect that

one could produce a countable dense set of entire vectors via regularization — i.e.

vectors of the form fG<f>ig)U   v dg where <f>ig) is an L    entire vector.   Although

this definitely seems possible, we are unable to prove that thé set of such vectors

is dense in H^.   The difficulty is that the integral does not seem to converge in

Hm.   It is for this reason, also, that we are unable to prove that  U    is topologi-

cally irreducible if U is (cf. Example (8.20) of [10]).

(1.4) also provides, in the case that U is given as a direct integral of other

representations, another description of (K^)   .

This description is based on the following fundamental theorem of Goodman's

[4, Lemma (3.1)].

Theorem (A. 1).   // U = /^© Ua da where M is an analytic Borel space and

U    is an integrable family of unitary representations of G in si , then v £ K, v =

{v  \ is in H   ÍU) iff v   £ H^íí/ 7 for a.e.   a and, for all compact sets ß C G ,

a_supzea  \\Vazva\\2 is in L1 (M).

In this case, ÍU v)    = U   v    fot all z e G    and a.e. a.
7       z z c

If the representation space of U is separable then the same statement, more

or less, is true for  (-TO •
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Proposition (1.7).   In the notation of (AA), if <f> £ K^(F) '   r¿er2 for a.e.  a

there is a uniquely determined functional <f>a e H^(F )' for which <piv) =

fM (pa(va) da for all v = \va\ £ K^(F).   The integral is absolutely convergent.

Conversely, if tpa£H^(Fa)' are such that a —» c/>  iv ) is in L   ÍM) for all

v = \va] £ Jv^(F), then v —» fM<f>   iv   ) da defines an element of si^iU) .

Proof.   The first part, except for uniqueness, follows from (1.4) and (A.l).

The uniqueness follows as in (C.l) of [8] except that we now obtain the required

countable dense subset of H^W ) via the following lemma.

Lemma.   If \v  ¡°°   ,  is dense in K   (F), then for a.e. a e M, \v   |°°   ,  z's
1       n n = l oo' i n  n = 1

dense in H„ (F ).
oo

Proof.   Let sp e R ,  p £ N, be a sequence satisfying the hypothesis of (1.5).

Let Kp = U    (K£(«7))  and let Kpa = UapiK^iUa)).   If F C M is measurable, let

IIE: K —» H be the map that takes \v  | onto \wa\ where w   = va if ae E and

is zero otherwise.   It follows from (A.l) that IIE leaves Kp invariant.   Hence

ILj commutes with the projection U.p onto  Kp.   It follows from Theorem (P. 6)

of [6, p. 92] that IP is a direct integral of projections 11^.   11^ is the projection

onto Kpa and, hence Kp is the direct integral of the K^.

But F  A\v  î°°   ,) is dense in Kp.   Thus F    i{v  \      ,) is, for a.e. a,
sp      n n = 1 sp      n n = 1 ' '

dense in X£.   Upon choosing a set of a for which this is true for all p £ N, the

lemma follows from (1.5).

The converse statement of (1.7) follows from the closed graph theorem as in

[8].    Q.E.D.

Corollary (1.8). // in (1.7) each F is finite dimensional, then 4> is given

via a function a —> w £ K ¿tz the sense that cf>iv) = fM iv , w )da for all v £

H"(F).
oo

Furthermore a—>wa represents an element of K^iU)' iff a—»(zv" wa) is

integrable for all \va\ e K^(F).

Example (1.9).   Let G = R and let F be the regular representation.   R   is

C and K^fF) is the space of entire functions / on C for which

,S,UP   f°Ll/(* + Ó')|2¿*<~
\y *«

for all 8 > 0 (cf. [3, p. 64]).

By the Paley-Wiener theorem this is the space of functions which, when

restricted to the real line, satisfy f^^lfiX)]2 exp {2S|A|¡ dX< oo for all
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8 > 0.   ( " indicates Fourier transform.)

defines a direct integral decomposition of U into one dimensional representa-

tions.   (1.8) applies and shows that, to each element cf> of (it  )', there is a unique

function  q>: R—» C for which t/S(/) = /*     /U)0(A) ¿A,   The space of such <£
— *" Jil x I

can be characterized as the set of functions for which  |^(A)| < e   '     ' for some

8 > 0 (depending on 4>).

One of our main uses of (1.3) will be in the study of the duality theory of

00

Definition (1.10).   For ueK     and z£G    define the seminorm || by
oo c '   "z, w       J

\v\z w ■ \(uzv> "-)|  for v e ^Z'   Let ffi^ = ffi^((7) be H^ with the topology de-

fined by the family  ||.||

Proposition (1.11).   (l^ is K^ with its weak topology.

Proof.   (1.4).

We shall also need an intermediary topology.

Definition (1.12).   If fi C G ,  fi compact, let ||v|| = supz £ Q ||a|| for

tv, a7 e Jv£.   Let M^ be K^ with the topology defined via the family  ||-|| „

Recall that a locally convex topological vector space J is said to be semi-

Montel if all closed and bounded sets are compact. If J is also barrelled, J is

said to be Montel.

Proposition (1.13).   3IÎ     and (t^ are semi-Montel spaces.

Proof.   By the uniform boundedness principle in H^,   3li^, JP, and ll£ all

have the same bounded sets.   Since the injection ^li^—» ll/^ is continuous, it

suffices to prove the assertion for Jil^.

Let {va\aeA  be a bounded net in 311^.   Then {va\aeA is bounded in H.

Hence we may assume va converges weakly to some element v £ ft.   Now, let

w £ K and set <f>   iz) = supaeA \iU va, w)\, z £ G .   Let 0^ be the space of en-

tire functions on G    which are dominated by 4>   .   From the boundedness of v ,
c '       w

(f>    is bounded on compact subsets.   Hence A    is a closed bounded subset of

the space of entire functions with the compact open topology.   By Montel's

theorem fi     is compact.   Let fl = II    g „   fi   .   By the Tychonoff theorem Q is

compact.   Let {XjaeA e fi be the net X£ = z —>ÍV zva, w) and let {Xn   \ßeA '

be a convergent subnet, say X     —» X.   Then Xw    —» Xw uniformly on compact

subsets of G    for all w £ K.   X*" is an entire function and, for g£G,  Xw (g) =

lim „ , A • W %      ,w)m ÍU v, w).   Thus, by (1.2) of [9], v £ ft£ and v     -> v in

»-/q.e.dV ' P
oo

Corollary (1.14).   ft^ is reflexive.
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Proof.   Since (L^ is semi-Montel, H^ is weakly reflexive by Proposition 1 of

[5, p. 227].   Jv^ is barrelled since it is Fre'chet.   Our conclusion then follows

from Proposition 6 of [5, p. 229],    Q.E.D.

Remark.   The above proposition is actually true for any representation of G

in a reflexive F rechet space. The same proof carries over with only minor changes.

Corollary (1.15).   The relative topologies gotten by restricting mx and UT^

to a fixed bounded set agree.    In particular a sequence x    converges in JK^ iff

it converges tn IL^.

Proof.   It suffices to consider only the   W^ bounded sets, in which case the

proposition follows from compactness.    Q.E.D.

In general, the topology of ív^ cannot be any nicer than that of K since if

F is uniformly continuous, for example, H^ = H.   However,- if G is nilpotent and

F is irreducible, the topology is, in some sense, significantly nicer.

Theorem (1.16),   // G is nilpotent and F is irreducible, then K^ is a

Montel space.

Before proving (1.16), we comment that we do not know the most general type

of group G for which the theorem is true.   However (1.16) implies that G is

C.C.R. for, if / is any entire vector for the L    left regular representation of G,

then F. = fGfig) Ug dg  maps K into H^.   By the closed graph theorem F   is

continuous.   From the continuity of the injection jix —» X,   it follows that U.,

as a map of K into K, is a compact operator if H^ is a Montel space.   Finally,

every operator F ,  h e L   (G), is a uniform limit of such F .   Hence every such

F    is compact and G is C.C.R.

Auslander-Moore [l, Chapter V] have shown that, for type R groups, C.C.R.

is equivalent to type I.   We suspect that (1.16) is also.

Proof of (1.16).   Let B be closed and bounded in H^.   To show that B is

compact it suffices, we claim, to show that F B is compact in M for all z € G ,

fot in this case Jj = II   e(-   U B   is compact.   Hence every net \xa\aeA in B

has a subnet iy«l« eA '   for which F yß converges in H for all z £ G .   By

(1.3) yß then converges in Jv£.   Thus, it suffices to show that every K^

bounded set B is compact in K.

Now in [12], Pukánszky showed (Part II, Chapter II, Theorem 2 and its

proof) that since F is irreducible, there is an element X e U(G) for which

f3F(X) has a bounded inverse T.   From the eigenvalues for T as computed in

[12], T is a compact operator.   Hence B = T dU (X)B is a compact subset of

H.    Q.E.D.
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II.   Function spaces.   We are, in this section, interested in representations

realized in spaces of functions on G as defined below.

Definition (II. 1). Let KQ be a Hubert space and let H be a space of HQ

valued locally integrable functions (with a.e. equal functions identified) with

respect to Haar measure.   Suppose H is topologized in such a manner that:

(1) ft is a Banach space.

(2) The injection of ft into L      (G, ft.) is continuous.
' loc u

(3) For all /eft and g £ G, the function R f:x —» fixg) is in ft and g —>

R    defines a continuous representation of G in ft.

Then ft is said to be a regular Banach space of K.-valued functions and R

is said to be the regular representation of G in ft.

If S is any Frêchet space and E:G —► J   is a C°° function then define, for

Xeie,

XFig) = lim ^e*P^)-F(g\
t—o f

In this terminology, we have the following generalization of results of Goodman

[4] and Poulsentll].

Proposition (II.2). Let /eft. /eC°°(R) iff f is a C°° KQvalued function

and X, — X /eft for all X , • ■•, X   e £.
1 n' ' In

I e   oo^^ z// / *s extendible to an entire ftQ valued map of G    for which

the maps R f :g —» f(gz) are in ft for all z e G    and z —» R f is continuous in

ft.

Proof.   Suppose / satisfies the hypothesis of the "only if" part.of the

above.   For each feR and Xe£(G) let g( = f'Q R(exp tX)Xf dt.   (This ft

valued integral exists by Lemma 2, p. 12 of [7].)   Let  w £ (ftQ) ' and let <f> £

5)(G).   By evaluating with functionals of the form

g^fG<f>ix)igix),w)dx      (geft)

it is easily seen that g  = R (exp tX)f-f.   It follows that / is a C -vector and

hence, by induction, that / is a C°°-vector.   Conversely, if / is a C  -vector

for R and w e(ftQ)', then it follows by evaluating dRÍX)f with functionals of

the above form that x—» (dRÍX)fíx), w)  is the distributional derivative (along

X) of x —» ifix), w).   It follows by induction and the Sobolev theorem that

x—» (fix), w) is a C°°-function.   Since weak C°° implies strong C   , we get

that / is a C°° ftQvalued map (see [7, Lemma 1, p. 47]).

To prove the entirety part, let /e ft^(R). Then / is, in particular, a C00-

vector and hence is continuous. Let K be a compact neighborhood of e in G

and let CiK, ftQ) be the Banach space of continuous ftQ valued functions on
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K given the sup-norm topology.

The restriction map /—»/Ik of "00 ̂  ^nt0 ^-(^> "■$) is continuous by the

closed graph theorem and the regularity of X.  It follows that point evaluation is

a continuous linear transform on X^R).   We conclude from (1.1) above that z —»

(F   /) (e) is a holomorphic function on G .   This is the desired extension.
z A c

Clearly F    acts as claimed.

Finally, if / has an extension satisfying the above hypothesis, let y be a

closed curve in G .   By evaluating with the appropriate functionals (as in the

C"" part), it is easily shown that fyP  f dz e X is zero.   Hence Morera's theorem

finishes the proof.

Corollary (H.3).   Let R be the unitary representation of G   induced from a

unitary representation L of a closed subgroup of G.   If F is realized as in

Blattner [2], then R is a regular representation and the characterization of

(II. 2) applies.

Corollary (II.4).   Let XQ = C, X = LP(G) (1 < p < ~).   Let R be the right

regular representation of G in X   Then (II.2) applies and we obtain the expected

characterization of si^iR).

Remark (II.2) is a generalization of results from [11].   (II.4) in the nilpo-

tent case is due to Goodman [4],

Remark (II.5).   Note that in the above proof we showed that /—»/(e) is con-

tinuous from X^(K) into XQ.   It follows that / —» f(z) is continuous for all z £

G .  If X. = C we obtain from (1.4) a Cauchy-like representation theorem for

X^R).   In fact, if R is the right regular representation of G, our representation

theorem takes the following form:

Corollary.   Let R be the L     right regular representation.   Then, for all

z £ G , there is an sQ £ R ,  sQ > 0, with the following property:   For all s > sQ

there is a wz £ X5 (R) such that
s

fM = Z  {/G /<8 exP "yX/tes(g)^ + Íg f(g eXp - ^/VW*}

for all /eH£(R),

Note, incidentally, that the modular function does not appear in the above

formula.   The reason is that for type R groups, the trace of the adjoint represen-

tation is unity and hence G is unimodular.   Type R groups are the only ones

whose regular representation has nonzero entire vectors.

In general, the kernels wz seem to be difficult to compute.   For R the

right regular representation and z teal, it suffices to compute w*, tot let L be

the L    left regular representation of G.   Since L and R commute, L leaves

Xs (R) invariant and L is unitary in  || ||  .   Thus, for / £ X^(F) and g £ G,
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fíg)= L    ./(e)-(L    ,/, we)   =(/, L we)
g

Thus a/fi = L w^e.
s g    i

If G = K, we may explicitly compute we ,   = w as follows:   From the Paley-

Wiener theorem and (II. 2), it follows that the Fourier transform / of a function

f£L2(G) is in K£(R) iff jl£eaM |/(/)|2¿í < oo for all a>0.  (Cf. Goodman

[3, p. 64], for details.)   The analytic extension of / is given by

fiz) = i2n)-1/2 f_°°goe-izxfix)dx.

Hence, letting ~ denote the conjugate of the inverse Fourier transform

(2tt)-1/2   f°°  fix)dx = fi0)= f°°  Jix + is)wix)dx+   f°°  fix-is)wix)dx
./ — oo J — oo J —oa

Joo
2(cosh sx)fix)wix)dx.

Thus ¿^(x) = 2(2tt)~       /cosh sx.   The Fourier transform can be explicitly com-

puted via a contour integral to be w(x) = [4s cosh (ax/2s) ]~   .

III.   Applications to complex solvmanifolds.   Let 5 be a solvable, connected,

simply connected Lie group (not necessarily type 7?) and let T be a closed but

not necessarily connected subgroup.   Then the homogeneous space M = S/V is

a solvmanifold.   If 5 is a complex Lie group and T is a complex Lie subgroup

(i.e. the component of the identity of T is a complex analytic subgroup of 5),

then 5/r is a complex manifold and will be called a complex solvmanifold.

Lemma (III. 1).   Let Tn be the component of the identity of T and let

(r„)   C5    be its complexification.   Let T   = r.(r„) .   Then T    is a closed,
0 c        c t        i c 0 c c

complex Lie subgroup of S    and M is canonically imbedded in M   = S /V .

Proof.   There is a Jordan-Holder basis B of £(5) which contains a Jordan-

Holder basis B. of £(ro).   Letting B define holomorphic coordinates for S

as in the proof of (1.1) of [9], one sees that BQ defines holomorphic coordinates

for (r0)c and hence (rQ)c n 5 = T0.   Let r. = T- (ro)c-

We claim that (TQ)    is invariant under T and hence that T    is a subgroup.

To see this let || || be a complex norm on £  (5) and let  ii be a closed ball in

£  (5) such that
c

(i)   exp is a homeomorphism onto the image 17 of ll in 5 , and

(ii)   11 is sufficiently small in the sense defined below.

For z £ S    and a £ C,  |a| < 1, define az = exp(a(log z)) wherever log z

is defined and single valued.   If z e 17 and 77 is sufficiently small, the elements

y = i-i/2) iz~ 1 z) and x = ziiy)~ 1 ate defined and satisfy z = x(7y) (- denotes

the canonical conjugation on 5 ).   Furthermore, it is easily seen that y = y,

x = x   and, hence, that y and x are in IT0)   n 5 = Tq.   It follows that if g is
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a fixed element of T and F is small enough (relative to g), then

gzg'1 = ^gxg~%iiy)g-1) = (gxg-'Xztgyg- l)) £ (r0)c.

Since F n ÍTA    generates (r,,) , g leaves (rQ)    invariant.   Hence T> (r.)

is a subgroup.

It follows similarly that V    is closed since to show closure it suffices to

show that there is a closed neighborhood F of e in S    such that F n T is

closed.   If F is sufficiently small we can work with real and imaginary parts as

above.

The map S/V—» S • T /T   C M    is easily seen to be an imbedding (since

T  n S = T) and the lemma follows.    Q.E.D.

We are interested in the following questions about M .

(i)   Under what conditions does the set of entire functions fl (M ) separate

points of Ml

(ii)  When does HÍM ) separate points of M ?

Our answers are as follows:

Theorem (III.2).   Supopse Y contains no nontrivial normal analytic sub-

groups.   Then:

(i)  If S is type R, then il (M ) separates points of M. If S/V is compact,

it is also necessary that S be type R   for point separating to hold.

(ii)  // S is type R, then there is a closed complex subgroup Y   C S    with

the following properties:

(a) r'Drc w(r'v0 = (rc)0 = (r0v
(b) r'n 5 = r and there is a natural imbedding of M into S /Y'.

(c) iliS /Y') separates points of S /Y'.

I.e., if we change our notion of complexification slightly, M has a complexi-

fication for which the holomorphic functions separate points.

Proof, (i)  Let S be type R.   Let CAM) be the Banach space all continuous

functions vanishing at infinity given the sup norm.   We may identify CQ(M) with

a space of functions c on G which are invariant under right translation by

elements of Y.   S acts on C via left translation and this action defines a

representation R of 5 in C   £ is a regular Banach space of complex functions

(in the sense of II. 1) and R is the left regular representation of S in C   By

(II.3) of [9], R has a dense set of entire vectors and by (II.2) above each entire

vector / extends to an entire function /   on S .   Since / is invariant under

T, /   is invariant under (I"1«)    (by uniqueness of analytic extensions in (T0) )

and hence under T .   Thus, upon projection /    defines an element /     of
C ^j c c

H(M ).   The set  of such /     separate points of M since they are dense in

C0(M).
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If 5/r is compact, but not necessarily type 7?, let L denote the left regular

representation of 5 in L   (5/D.

It follows from (II.2) and the above reasoning that K^ÍL) can be identified

with a subspace of fl(M ).   In fact, since M is compact, it is easily seen that

Q(A1 ) = ft^L).   It follows from (II.4) of [9] that every element of fi(M) is left
C 00 * C

fixed by left translation by elements of the Green kernel K of 5 (recall that the

Green kernel is the smallest analytic normal subgroup K fot which S/K is type

R).   In particular, every element of fi (M ) is constant on K.   If fi (M ) separates

points of M, then KCF.   Hence K = )e( and S is type 7?.

(ii)  Let n: S  —» Mc be the projection map and let T" = {z e 5  |/(?t(z)) =

finie)) V/efi(M )}.   T' is a closed subgroup of 5    which contains T.   We

claim that F" is a complex subgroup.   To see this, let Z e £ (5 ) be such that

exp tZ £ T '  for all f e R.

If /efi(Mc), then the map w—> f(niexpwZ)) of C into C is holomorphic and

is constant on R. Hence it is constant and, in particular /(«(expzfZ)) = finie))

for all f e R.   Thus iZ e £(T ' ), as claimed.

Similarly, it follows that I"1' is invariant under the canonical conjugation

in Sc.  Therefore £(T') is the complexification of a real Lie subalgebra of S.

Since I"1' n 5 = T (since ß(/M ) separates points of 5/D, it follows that

£(T') is the complexification of £(D and hence that (I~")0 = (T0) , as

claimed.   The rest of the proposition follows.    Q.E.D.

Remarks. We know of no examples where T ' 4 T . It would be interesting

to know if such examples exist.
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